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Abstract
A Stochastic process {Z(t), t≧ 0}, such that P{Z(0)=0}=1, is said to be new better than used (NBU) if, for every x, the
first passage time = { : ( ) > } satisfies   P{ > s+t} ≦ P{ > s}P{ > } for every s≧ 0, t ≧ 0. Many
useful processes are NBU. Examples of such processes include processes with shocks and recovery, processes with
random repair- times, various Gaver-Miller processes and some strong Markov processes. Applications in reliability
theory, queueing, dams, inventory, medical fields and electrical activity of the neurons are indicated. It is shown that
various waiting times for clusters of events and for short and wide gaps in some renewal processes are NBU random
variables. The NBU property of processes and random variables can be used to obtain bounds on various probabilistic
quantities of interest. In application part we consider the following problem. The anti- Mullerian hormone (AMH) is a
member of the transforming growth factor (TGF) super- family. In women, AMH serum levels can be almost
undetectable at birth, with a subtle increase noted after puberty. Data are lacking with regard to menstrual cycle day-to-
day fluctuations. This longitudinal study was designed to investigate the pattern of secretion of AMH throughout the
menstrual cycle in regularly cycling women. The medical conclusions in this study demonstrated that serum AMH levels
do not change significantly throughout the menstrual cycle. Hence, AMH exhibits a relatively stable expression during
the menstrual cycle, making it an attractive determinant of ovarian activity. The mathematical figure shows that the
curves of all the hormone are continuous monotonically decreasing with respect to time. The bounds also show
monotonically decreasing curves with respect to time period. The AMH curves shows only a small variation in
mathematical figure and seems to be more stable compared to medical cures
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